SINGAPORE ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH
has been uplifting lives and promoting mental wellness for all since 1968. Our clients include youths,
adults and seniors. We are with our clients every step of their journey to wellness, while also providing
emotional and practical support to their families and caregivers.

OUR VISION
Mental Wellness for All

OUR MISSION
• To improve the lives of persons with mental
illness and provide support for their families
• To promote acceptance and respect for
persons with mental illness
• To improve the mental resilience of
our community

OUR VALUES
• Professionalism & Respect
• Compassion & Acceptance
• Hope & Empowerment
• Engagement & Collaboration
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president’S MESSAGE
Few could have imagined that the world would
still be reeling from the unprecedented
devastation wrought by COVID-19 after more
than 18 months since it ﬁrst appeared in early
2020. Even now, there is no guarantee that life
will return to normal, notwithstanding frenetic
efforts in many countries to reach a high
enough vaccination rate for herd immunity.
Besides wrecking the global economy and
upending our daily routine, the pandemic
has severely stressed our mental health.
Not surprisingly, the mental health of the young
is most greatly affected, whether from the
fatigue of home-based learning, the fear of
getting infected or the deprivation of regular
social interactions.

INTER-AGENCY TASK FORCE ON
MENTAL WELL-BEING
It was timely that the Singapore Government
formed a high-level inter-agency taskforce
to develop an overarching strategy and
coordinate national efforts on mental
health and well-being. The task force has
representations from across government
ministries, practitioners, and social service
agencies (including SAMH). We look forward to
the opportunity to be part of this major national
undertaking to enhance the mental well-being
of our people, complementing the efforts of
government and healthcare establishments.
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YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH
Much of the focus for the taskforce would be on
youth mental health, an area that has been
SAMH’s priority for some years and for which
we have built considerable experience.
In addition to SAMH YouthReach and SAMH
Creative Services, we expanded our youth work
in January 2021 with the launch of SAMH
SAY-IT! (Sports, Arts and Youths - Integrated
Team), a new service developed in partnership
with the Agency for Integrated Care (AIC),
aimed at vulnerable young people and those
with mental health issues. SAMH SAY-IT!
complements our existing services, allowing us
to offer a holistic engagement model for clients
across the spectrum of wellness levels.

DIGITAL FUTURE READINESS
We made some progress in our digital journey,
using technology to deliver a hybrid service
model, with both online and ofﬂine engagement.
We strove to maintain services for our clients
and the community, even as staff adjusted
to partial work-from-home arrangements.
We stepped up the purchase of new laptops for
staff, and iPads for online counselling and client
engagement, drawing from grants provided by
the National Council of Social Services and
Agency for Integrated Care (AIC). We have also
embarked on an organisational development
journey funded by Tote Board's Organisation
Development Programme to help us become a
forward-thinking social service agency that
adopts best practices in delivering quality
services to our clients.

“

We look forward to the
opportunity to be part of this
major national undertaking to
enhance the mental well-being of
our people, complementing the
efforts of government and
healthcare establishments.

”

IN APPRECIATION
I am heartened by my SAMH colleagues’ dedication to the mental health cause as they worked hard to
keep up service levels during this immensely trying period. I am also deeply grateful to the many
partners, donors and volunteers who have reached out to help us raise awareness of mental health
through the myriad of projects, both on and ofﬂine.
Special appreciation goes to the Jardine Matheson Group, for supporting us in the signiﬁcant ﬁve-year
SAMH MINDSET Learning Hub (MLH) partnership (through MINDSET Care Limited) to provide
employment for persons-in- recovery. SAMH MLH has taught us many valuable lessons about inclusive
employment, support, and reintegration for people in recovery, which has helped us greatly in our
continuing efforts.
Indeed, all these efforts will move us towards our vision of Mental Wellness for All.

DR FRANCIS YEOH
PRESIDENT
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the
world as we know it. But the year also offered us
at SAMH a unique opportunity to bounce
forward to a new normal, and to deepen our
relationships with clients, donors, supporters,
and the community in a new landscape.

YEAR OF RENEWAL
As much as resilience involves ‘bouncing back’
from traumatic events and experiences,
Transformative Resilience is about ‘bouncing
forward’, and adapting positively to adversity,
be it trauma, crisis, stress, or relationship
problems. It is about ‘bouncing forward’ in
life with a positive focus and growth. So, we
chose to reﬂect our FY 2020 journey on the
essence of Transformative Resilience, as the
best way forward to meet the challenges of our
changing world.
All SAMH services made rapid changes
albeit challenges to their mode of service
delivery to meet the needs of our clients
and the community. We found ways to
work remotely, foster staff adaptability,
and leverage technologies, such as video
conferencing and text messaging, to enhance
communication and connectivity.
Notably, we held our signature YOUth Alive!
2020 event in collaboration with the Mental
Health Collective SG, Singapore Drama
Educators Association, our youth clients, and
caregivers of persons with mental health
concerns. Themed ‘What Makes Us Human’,
this ﬁrst of its kind virtual event for
SAMH successfully reached about 300
participants through the combined showcase
of an art exhibition, drama performance and
conversation on mental health and advocacy.
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SAMH also stepped-up efforts and provided
its expertise to address the mental and
emotional well-being of Singaporeans due to
the pandemic. Our SAMH Mobile Support
Team (MST), for instance, manned the
National Care Hotline, as well as provided
psychological and emotional support for
persons under Quarantine and Circuit Breaker
violators. Additionally, our SAMH Insight
Centre counsellors continued to support callers
and clients who called our SAMH helpline
and received hybrid modes of remote and
face-to-face counselling through the phone, text
messages and online sessions. The collective
effort enabled SAMH to extend its reach to
the community especially during the Circuit
Breaker period, which saw a 50% increase in
calls to the SAMH toll-free helpline compared to
the same period in 2019.

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
With the spotlight on mental health and the
ongoing need to promote mental wellness,
SAMH expanded its outreach efforts, reaching
out to more than 15,000 participants in
the community. Our SAMH Creative Services
and SAMH Communication, Education and
Engagement teams offered a variety of creative
arts and mental health programmes to virtually
connect and support the community, address
mental wellness needs, and build emotional
resilience. We also curated with Gensler an
infographic titled ‘Road to Resilience’ that
provided tips on ‘Shaping an Adaptable
Mindset with Hope’ (SAMH) and encouraged
help-seeking behaviour should one need it.

“

We chose to reﬂect our FY 2020
journey on the essence of
Transformative Resilience, as the
best way forward to meet the
challenges of our changing world.

”

LOOKING AHEAD, TOGETHER AS ONE
The pandemic has presented us with unprecedented challenges, but it has also brought out the
community's spirit of care and support. We have beneﬁted from several ground-up online and ofﬂine
initiatives, and efforts by people from all walks of life coming together to support us despite their own
challenges and restrictions faced. I am grateful for the outpouring of generosity from businesses,
groups, and individuals, as well as the support of volunteers who made it possible for us to continue
uplifting lives in what we do.
As we navigate the journey ahead, we continue to be inspired by the resilience of the community and
remain committed to advocate for mental health together!

MS NGO LEE YIAN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dr Francis Yeoh
President

Ms Saw
Seang Pin

Adj Assoc Prof
Lee Cheng JP

Honorary
Secretary

Vice-President

Adj Assoc Prof
Daniel Fung

Ms Joanne Chio
Honorary Treasurer

Board Member

Dr Ong Say How
Board Member

Adj Asst Prof
Joseph Leong
Jern-Yi
Board Member
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Dr Lee Kwok
Cheong

Assoc Prof
Leslie Lim

Board Member

Board Member

Ms Caroline
Kwong

Ms Oh Peck
Li Jasmine

Board Member

Board Member

Ms Lim Cheng Pier

Mr Colin Yeo

Board Member

Board Member

Dr Derrick Yeo
Board Member
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organisational STRUCTURE
BOARD

COMMITTEES
1. Executive and Personnel
2. Audit
3. Fundraising
and Engagement
4. Finance

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES

OUTREACH
SERVICES

• SAMH Activity Hub

• SAMH Communications,
Education and
Engagement

• SAMH Group Homes
• SAMH MINDSET
Learning Hub
• SAMH Oasis Day Centre
• SAMH YouthReach

5. Services Review
• Rehabilitative
• Outreach
• Creative
6. Information Technology

• SAMH Insight Centre
• SAMH Mobile Support
Team
• SAMH SAY-IT!
(Sports, Arts and
Youths - Integrated Team)

CREATIVE
SERVICES

CORPORATE
SERVICES

• SAMH Creative
MINDSET Hub

• Community Partnership

• SAMH Creative SAY!
(Sports, Arts and Youths)

• Human Resources
and Administration

• Finance

• Information Technology
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OUR centres & SERVICES
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02

03

08

05

10

06
01

04

SAMH HEAD OFFICE
Block 139 Potong Pasir Avenue 3
#01-136, Singapore 350139
T: +65 6255 3222
E: enquiry@samhealth.org.sg

05

SAMH OASIS DAY CENTRE
Block 139 Potong Pasir Avenue 3
#01-132, Singapore 350139
T: +65 6282 6332
E: oasis@samhealth.org.sg

02

SAMH ACTIVITY HUB
8 Buangkok Green
Singapore 539752
T: +65 6315 6778
E: ah@samhealth.org.sg

06

SAMH YOUTHREACH
Social Service Hub @ Tiong Bahru
298 Tiong Bahru Road #10-06
Central Plaza, Singapore 168730
T: +65 6593 6424
E: youthreach@samhealth.org.sg

04

SAMH GROUP HOMES
Block 239 Bukit Batok East Ave 5
#01-165, Singapore 650239
T: +65 6564 7003
E: grouphomes@samhealth.org.sg
SAMH MINDSET LEARNING HUB
/ MLH CAFE
Block 257 Jurong East Street 24
#01-405, Singapore 600257
T: +65 6665 9220
E: mindsetLH@samhealth.org.sg

07

08

09

09

01

03

07

12

SAMH COMMUNICATIONS,
EDUCATION AND ENGAGEMENT
Block 139 Potong Pasir Avenue 3
#01-136, Singapore 350139
T: +65 6255 3222
E: comed@samhealth.org.sg
SAMH INSIGHT CENTRE
Block 69 Lorong 4 Toa Payoh
#01-365, Singapore 310069
T: +65 6283 1576
E: counselling@samhealth.org.sg

09

10

SAMH MOBILE SUPPORT TEAM
Block 139 Potong Pasir Avenue 3
#01-136, Singapore 350139
Block 257 Jurong East Street 24
#01-405, Singapore 600257
T: +65 8511 2678
E: samhmobile@samhealth.org.sg
SAMH CREATIVE MINDSET HUB
Bizlink Centre, 59 Ubi Avenue 1
#04-12, Singapore 408938
T: +65 9192 3197
E: creativemindsethub@samhealth.org.sg

11

SAMH CREATIVE SAY!
Block 317 Woodlands Street 31
#01-196, Singapore 730317
T: +65 6362 4845
E: creativesay@samhealth.org.sg

12

SAMH SAY-IT!
Bizlink Centre, 59 Ubi Avenue 1
#04-12, Singapore 408938
T: +65 9179 4085
E: samhsayit@samhealth.org.sg
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financial STATEMENTS
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021
INCOME
Donation Income
- Tax deductible
- Non-tax deductible
- Donation in kind
Grants from Singapore Government
Grants / funding from non-government entities
COVID-19 grants
COVID-19 related rent concessions
Designated projects income
Interest income
Jobs support scheme
Programme fees
Sales of art works
Talks and workshops
Others
EXPENDITURE
Auditor’s remuneration
- Statutory audit
- Special audit
Activities
Allowance for impairment of trade receivables
Art therapy
Bank charges
Beneﬁciaries’ job contract expenses
Beneﬁciaries’ training programmes
Communication
Depreciation
Designated project expenses
Equipment / assets expense
Expenses related to sales of artwork
General / social expenses
Insurance
Interest expense on lease liabilities
Lease expense - low value assets
Lease expense - short term lease
Maintenance of equipment
Maintenance of land and building
Maintenance of vehicles
Miscellaneous expenses
Printing and postage
Professional services
Property, plant and equipment written-off
Provision for unutilised leave
Recruitment expenses
Restricted donation expenses
Speciﬁc assistance to clients
Staff beneﬁts
Staff salaries and CPF contributions
Staff training
Supplies and refreshment
Support contract services
Talks and workshops expenses
Transport
Utilities
Net surplus for the year, representing total
comprehensive income for the ﬁnancial year
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Note
5

10

11

12I
12(d)
12(d)

6

2021
S$

2020
S$

740,659
89,138
1
6,942,241
84,098
6,100
32,691
56,212
58,309
1,197,649
110,852
6,668
83,015
27,721
9,435,354

507,029
212,076
0
6,094,261
315,036
0
0
140,516
57,297
0
108,787
21,661
67,237
431
7,524,331

16,050
3,852
65,774
1,750
300
1,440
2,071
27,372
40,215
159,731
18,477
31,554
2,890
(915)
32,082
6,835
7,941
97,794
19,976
108,645
3,868
8,744
18,452
372,198
37,647
119,867
0
0
21,737
47,110
5,284,579
33,023
9,158
180,135
(709)
1,340
103,531
6,884,514
2,550,840

12,971
5,778
115,046
8,110
4,170
872
46,436
72,641
33,664
149,994
57,101
38,826
8,893
4,700
30,663
8,194
7,941
98,265
15,268
118,202
16,738
10,937
34,856
301,787
41
0
1,648
5,920
62,210
44,198
5,458,247
49,916
18,997
131,858
1,512
17,434
120,596
7,114,630
409,701

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 MARCH 2021
ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Fixed deposits
Grants receivables
Trade and other receivables
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

2021
S$

2020
S$

7
8
9
10

5,947,029
5,812,211
1,087,446
159,482
13,006,168

4,332,771
4,522,211
840,075
212,347
9,897,404

11

726,748

801,890

13,732,916

10,699,294

Note

Total assets
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Other payables
Deferred capital grants
Deferred grant income
Lease liabilities

13
14
15
16

605,420
57,492
1,551,446
12,721
2,227,079

524,348
57,492
1,112,419
26,627
1,720,886

Non-current liabilities
Deferred capital grants
Lease liabilities

14
16

276,763
105,727
382,490

287,453
118,448
405,901

2,609,569

2,126,787

11,123,347

8,572,507

17

6,284,346

4,410,980

18

1,546,860
3,267,637
24,504
4,839,001

1,156,917
2,980,106
24,504
4,161,527

11,123,347

8,572,507

Total liabilities
NET ASSETS
FUNDS
Unrestricted funds
Restricted funds
Programme funds:
National Council of Social Services
Ministry of Social and Family Development
Donation funds
TOTAL FUNDS

The Society had three key management staff with annual remuneration exceeding SGD100,000.
A copy of the full audited ﬁnancial statements can be viewed online at www.samhealth.org.sg.
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highlights of the year

(APRIL 2020 - MARCH 2021)

INAUGURATION DAY 2020

YOUTH ALIVE! 2020

SAMH celebrated its 51st Inauguration Day with
an online workout by Ultimate Performance
Gym on 24 April 2020.

The third instalment of YOUth Alive! themed
'What Makes Us Human?', marked its ﬁrst online
livestreaming event on 28 November 2020.

ROAD TO RESILIENCE

SAMH EZ-LINK CARD

SAMH curated with Gensler an educational
infographic on resilience building for the
community during the circuit breaker period.

Hope and Transformation themed EZ-Link cards
were produced in 2020 to connect and inspire
resilience in the community.

REFLEXION BY SAMH

SAFE CIRCLE:
TRAUMA-INFORMED CARE

ReﬂeXion 2020 by SAMH was a series of
webinars and workshops that encouraged
participants to use creative approaches in
building resilience.
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SAMH was among the seven agencies that
launched Safe Circle in July 2020 to
build a trauma-informed community through
complimentary programmes.

NATIONAL DAY PARADE 2020

WORLD MENTAL HEALTH DAY 2020

SAMH participated in the record-breaking 200km
mobile column route as part of National Day
Parade 2020.

Apart, yet a part – SAMH staff virtually connected
and commemorated World Mental Health
Day on 10 October 2020 through some fun
and games.

STRATEGIC RETREAT 2021

THOUGHTWORKS JOURNEY

SAMH Board of Directors kickstarted the year
with a strategic planning retreat held on 16
January 2021.

Staff immersed in an ‘AGILE’ process facilitated
by ThoughtWorks in March 2021 and explored
the engagement roadmap for SAMH donors
and volunteers.

TOWN HALL 2021

SAMH SAY-IT! LAUNCH

Screens apart but close at heart as staff
gathered virtually for a Town Hall meeting on 8
March 2021.

SAMH SAY-IT! (Sports, Arts and Youths Integrated Team) to support youths at risk of
and with mental health concerns, was launched
in January 2021.
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The Flow with
Kimmy yoga
project

Care packs
for SAMH
ODC clients
by Howden

‘Building Connections through Art’
- a collaboration with Boustead
Projects E&C Pte Ltd

NTUC
Income Eco
Run

“

ALONE WE CAN
DO SO LITTLE,

Fundraising
projects by
Owen Bisman
from Ultimate
Performance

Borneo
Motors' van
donation

Sound healing
audio clip by
The Senses
Therapy

Scent
workshop by
Scent by SIX
for SAMH
youths
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Fundraising
efforts through
specially
designed masks
by HSBC
Mind Your Mind,
a youth-led
initiative for
youth mental
health

Ironman
fundraiser by
Oliver Prior

Project
DinoSoar,
Citi-YMCA
Youth for
Causes

"Metamorphosis
- End of Year
Virtual Show
2020" by Dance
to Bliss
Shanghainesethemed dinner
by Yan's Dining
in support of
mental health

TOGETHER WE
CAN DO SO MUCH.
- HELEN KELLER

”

CNY bake sale
by Cookarama
volunteers and
SAMH ODC
clients

"More Than
Meets The Eye",
a workshop
series with Vans
Singapore

While the pandemic has presented many
challenges, we are grateful that the community
has come together in support of the mental
health cause, through the generous giving of
their time, money and effort. A big 'Thank You'
to all our donors, fundraisers and volunteers!
Zumba
Fundraiser
by Elly
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OUR services & IMPACT
We think we know what ‘resilience’ means, that
it means ‘bouncing back’ from a difﬁcult
experience. The COVID-19 pandemic has led to
an examination of our individual and collective
resilience, and pondering about going beyond,
for the need to have transformative resilience.
Transformative resilience is “the ability to
turn change, disruption, stresses and shocks into
opportunities, new strengths and innovation” (Ama
Marston), or in other words ‘bouncing forward’.
In FY 2020, the staff, clients, caregivers, donors,
and supporters of SAMH showed our collective
transformative resilience as we came together
to meet the personal and national challenges
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
FY 2020 started in a most unusual way when Singapore entered a Circuit Breaker (CB) phase. Almost all
activities and businesses, except for the provision and conduct of ‘essential services’, were halted and
residents were required to stay, study and work at home. Faced with the very real concern about the
mental health needs of our beneﬁciaries, SAMH moved swiftly to provide our services remotely (via
telephone, text messages and video conferencing). Together with our clients, we leapt into the online
video conferencing realm and ‘Zoom’ meetings became part of our daily work life.

WORK/LIFE IN THE YEAR OF COVID-19
Four SAMH services, namely SAMH Group Homes, SAMH Oasis Day Centre, SAMH Mobile Support
Team, and SAMH Insight Centre, were ‘whitelisted’ as essential services and were allowed to continue
operating during the CB phase, while all other services had to abide with the CB restrictions.
Notwithstanding their status, we continued to offer services to our clients, using innovative ways to
reach out and ensure that clients and caregivers remain supported.
Although whitelisted services were ostensibly able to function as normal, adjustments to existing
practices were necessary to safeguard the health of clients and staff due to COVID-19 measures such
as those pertaining to safe distancing and restrictions on group sizes.
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SAMH Group Homes (SAMH GH)
SAMH Group Homes (SAMH GH) switched
from a two-shift to a one-shift system to
optimise stafﬁng and abide by safe management
measures. By operating from 10am to 6.30pm
from Mondays to Saturdays, staff tried to meet
most of the operational and residents’ needs
during the day, with the case management team
staying behind after ofﬁce hours when required
to meet clients or run groupwork sessions.
Staff also remained contactable after ofﬁce
hours to handle the crisis handphone or to be
mobilised to return to SAMH GH to attend to
clients during crisis.

SAMH Intern Fauziah Bte Aman shared about self-care for
SAMH GH staff and residents

The mettle of the revamped SAMH GH teams was tested in April 2020 when a SAMH GH client who
worked in a construction site had to be isolated after his work site was identiﬁed as a COVID-19 cluster.
With the advice from the AIC, the other clients in his residential unit were also isolated and thus a total
of ﬁve clients were in ‘lock-down’ for 14 days. The clients’ isolation was alleviated by bento boxes
sponsored by Elpis@Hideout Pte Ltd, which provided them with a degree of normalcy and choice of
meal options as well as the immeasurable psychological boost of knowing that they were not forgotten.
The clients’ resilience held ﬁrm and they came out of the lockdown without experiencing setbacks in
their recovery. Shortly after this ﬁrst crisis, a dormitory where another SAMH GH client worked was
identiﬁed as a cluster site. To balance between respecting our clients’ right to choose their employment
and the safety and wellbeing of other clients and staff, we collaborated with AIC and the Housing
Development Board (HDB) for the client to be placed in alternative accommodation.

“

In early 2020, at the start of the COVID-19 period, I took on a security job at a Foreign Workers’
Dormitory and, as a result, I had to be placed at a hotel (with the kind support of AIC) to minimise
contact with SAMH Group Homes’ residents. This enabled me to continue working and earning my
living while not compromising the safety of my peers in SAMH GH. My caseworker appealed to HDB
to grant me an interim rental ﬂat as the hotel stay was not a sustainable solution. Staff was mindful
that I felt lonely and that it was important that I had familiar people with whom I could talk, after my
previous experience of staying on my own in a rental ﬂat. SAMH GH’s staff checked in with me
regularly while I was in the hotel and I moved to an interim rental ﬂat in June 2020. They continued
to provide support to me and I was able to move to my own Build-To-Order ﬂat in March 2021 and
married my girlfriend. I am no longer alone because my wife is with me. She is aware of my condition
and supports me in my recovery. I am now more conﬁdent and have more control over my own life
because I know I have more options now and am more ﬁnancially stable.
- Mr C

”

*Mr C and the names of all clients and residents named in the Annual Report are pseudonyms to protect their conﬁdentiality.
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SAMH Oasis Day Centre (SAMH ODC)
With the COVID-19 safe management
measures in place, face-to-face psychiatric and
rehabilitative work in SAMH Oasis Day Centre
(SAMH ODC) were limited. In the early days of
the pandemic, SAMH ODC staff trained and
reiterated to our clients the importance of
personal and environmental hygiene measures
such as the proper way of handwashing, the use
of hand sanitisers and wearing of face masks.
During the CB period, although the Centre
remained open and available to clients, most
stayed at home to comply with the national
effort to restrict movement to control viral
transmission. For the clients who remained at
home, staff called them and/or their caregivers
regularly for wellness and safety checks,
provided psychoeducation, psychological and
emotional support, and shared about self-care
techniques. Staff also shared self-care and
exercise videos with clients and encouraged
them to continue exercising.
A Whatsapp chat group was also created for
some SAMH ODC clients where they could
receive support from each other when daily
activities and social interactions in the Centre
was limited. Staff observed that clients shared
their coping tips, the daily news, and the
activities that they engaged in at home. They
kept each other’s spirits high and bonded, even
while they were apart.

Clients and staff participated in the vaccination programme
that was rolled out at SAMH ODC

The Whatsapp chat group was barrier-breaking
in several ways. Prior to the CB period, clients
would often have self-doubts or mental blocks
about their ability to learn and acquire new
skills, especially technology-related skills. Being
conﬁned at home and the craving for social
interaction compelled them to venture out of
their comfort zones and acquire the necessary
digital knowledge and tools to interact with
others in the group. This resulted in them
gaining more self-conﬁdence and they readily
took on the next step into the digital world
(alongside the staff of SAMH) when they
learned about video conferencing tools and
participated in online activities conducted by
SAMH ODC and other SAMH staff members.
The Whatsapp chat group continues to this day
as a means for staff to post updates and
announcements, and for clients to chat with
each other.

June, 35 years old, has Major Depressive Disorder, Anxiety Disorder
and borderline intellectual disability. She started working as a cashier
in a 24-hour convenience store at the end of 2019 and continued
working daily shifts through CB. June shared that

“

with therapy, counselling and mindfulness sessions at SAMH ODC,
I learnt how to identify triggers and cope better. Although I still
feel anxious sometimes, I can manage it better. I am proud to say
that I have been working for the past year and I feel more
conﬁdent now.

”
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SAMH Mobile Support Team (SAMH MST)
As a whitelisted service provider, SAMH Mobile
Support Team (SAMH MST) had to adapt its
service delivery to continue supporting clients
and caregivers in the community. Non-essential
face-to-face engagements with clients,
caregivers and community partners were
minimised and contact through telephone calls,
emails and text messages increased in
frequency. However, about 60% of SAMH MST
clients still required face-to-face services and
support through home or site visits. SAMH MST
staff were placed on split teams and worked
from home if they were not on visits. SAMH
MST undertook new case types by providing
psychological and emotional support for
Persons Under Quarantine and CB Violators,
and volunteered to man the National Care
Hotline, which was set up to address the mental
and emotional well-being of Singaporeans
facing crisis due to the pandemic.

SAMH MST staff seen eating on the go, teleconferencing on
the move and doing home visits during the CB period.

Some SAMH MST clients shared about their loneliness because of the CB restrictions, while others
experienced an increase in anxiety levels due to prolonged time spent at home with family members
with whom they had strained relationships. Many clients felt distressed by postponed or cancelled
psychiatric appointments, resulting in a greater need for psychological and emotional support from
SAMH MST caseworkers. Clients were also worried about their daily expenses and required assistance
with the applications for ﬁnancial assistance, COVID-19-related government grants, meal deliveries,
etc. Despite the challenges of managing cases amid the ongoing pandemic, SAMH MST caseworkers felt
rewarded to see clients making progress in their recovery.

Charlie, aged 20, currently serving his National Service (NS), was diagnosed with severe social
anxiety prior to his enlistment. He could not leave his home, fearing that his neighbours and
other people would judge him. He stayed in his room and played computer games all day.
To avoid social interaction, he would order delivery food and booked taxis whenever he
needed to go out because he could not complete his sentences and could not tell the drivers
his destination. Charlie shared,

“

I realised that I did not want to be stuck in this situation and that there are
lots of things that I want to explore in life. My SAMH MST caseworkers, John
and Glennys, helped me to take the ﬁrst step to seek medical treatment,
and they are constantly encouraging me, telling me that there is hope on
the horizon and that I can get better. I am now more positive and
conﬁdent. I am now able to articulate in full sentences and take public
transport. I hope to be trained as a nurse after I complete my NS.

”
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SAMH Insight Centre (SAMH IC)
Although whitelisted, SAMH Insight Centre (SAMH IC) had to
transform from offering face-to-face counselling as the prevailing
mode of counselling, to offering more online and telephone
counselling due to the pandemic. SAMH IC also had manpower
limitations as some counsellors were away for a prolonged period or
worked part-time when they resumed work. To surmount the
challenges, clinical staff across SAMH services were mobilised and
the recruitment of interns and volunteer counsellors was swiftly put
in place to minimise service disruption. The collective effort enabled
SAMH to support the community especially during the CB period,
which saw a 50% increase in calls to the SAMH toll-free helpline
compared to the same period in 2019. More than 80% of the clients
who sought counselling felt that they either were able to cope with
their condition or felt better after attending the counselling sessions.
All SAMH services had to make rapid changes to their service delivery modes during the CB period to
meet the needs of our clients and beneﬁciaries.
SAMH Activity Hub (SAMH AH)
Located in Pelangi Village, SAMH Activity Hub (SAMH AH) provides rehabilitative work to assist
residents in their recovery from mental illness and to re-integrate them into the community. As the
residents had to remain in their separate Welfare Homes during the CB, SAMH AH staff were deployed
to provide services and activities in each Home instead of in the SAMH AH facility. This was especially
challenging as the staff could not be cross-deployed to other Homes in line with the COVID-19 safe
management practices. We adjusted our service provision in occupational therapy, social work,
psychological services and vocational placements. Social and life skills trainings were improvised to
include teaching residents the importance of wearing masks, hand washing, personal hygiene and safe
distancing. We also taught them about Safe Entry and other safe distancing measures, as part of
vocational preparation efforts with residents. Fun activities such as mask design were conducted to
provide recreation and to create awareness of community happenings during the COVID-19 period.
During the CB period and the rest of FY 2020, we achieved a 35% increase in the number of sessions
conducted for the residents, sustained an average of 50 active employments and attained a 93% job
placement rate despite limitations in preparing the residents to return to the workforce after the CB period.

Such successes are what drive our staff. Lorraine Neo, SAMH AH Vocational
and Business Development Ofﬁcer, shares:

“

Seeing residents, step by step, moving towards recovery and reintegrating
into society, seeing their capabilities drawn out as well as their joy and
purpose being regained, are what I love about my job. A resident, Alfred,
bought himself a bolster after he was given a pay raise for his good work
performance. The employer of another resident, Brian, was so pleased
with his work that she gave him charge over some essential tasks, which
helped Brian gain self-conﬁdence and built his leadership skills.
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”

SAMH Creative Services (SAMH CS)
SAMH Creative Services (SAMH CS) led SAMH staff in
revolutionising our service delivery modes for online talks and
trainings. In April 2020, they held two training sessions for the rest
of SAMH on virtual engagement tools, including the use of Zoom
software, online polls and creative materials. SAMH CS was also at
the forefront of creative programmes like hosting ‘travel’
programmes that gave respite to participants who had been
grounded due to COVID-19, sparking the imagination of travelling
beyond our shores. SAMH CS spearheaded the provision of
complimentary programmes to the general public, helping them to build their emotional resilience,
address their mental wellness needs, and to draw them to a deeper understanding of themselves, each
other, and as a community. By not shirking the challenge of teaching art online instead of the traditional
in-person mode, they embodied the spirit of transformative resilience.
SAMH Creative SAY! (SAMH CSAY!)
For SAMH Creative SAY! (SAMH CSAY!), the CB
period was an opportunity to offer online
creative workshops and interventions beyond
our usual way of working and outreach. Youths
and young adults who were staying at home
continued to receive engagement and support
for their mental wellness from the SAMH CSAY!
team. Similar to the world at large, the SAMH
CSAY! team and participants adjusted to using
technology as a means to maintain social
connection. We had to overcome the challenges
of technical glitches and limited resources at
home to maintain close contact with regular
participants, as well as to expand outreach to
many new members of the public who were
drawn to seek mental wellness because of the
isolation, anxiety and worries resulting from the
pandemic. While SAMH CSAY! innovatively
provided online sports programmes, when
outdoor activities were resumed, we continued
our Sailing programme which allowed youths to
destress by means of therapeutic sea sports.
Three youths in turn volunteered after attaining
their sailing certiﬁcation. Mentoring was also
our primary focus during this pandemic. SAMH
CSAY! partnered with the Singapore University
of Social Sciences (SUSS) in two initiatives –
Project Video Befrienders and the SUSS
RIPPLES Mentoring Programme@North West.

Both programmes sought to develop skills
such as ﬁlm making, mentoring and facilitation,
while empowering the youths to promote
mental wellness within their communities.
The pandemic can be traumatising for some
people and in this season, SAMH CS staff
facilitated 100 trauma-informed care talks and
workshops as part of the Safe Circle project
(in conjunction with six other partner
agencies), where participants such as helping
professionals, teachers, parents and young
adults learnt about the prevalence of trauma
and its impact on children and youths.
Participants also learnt how to integrate
trauma-informed care in their lives and work,
which is even more vital in a post-pandemic world.

Youths learning life skills and discovering themselves
through sailing
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SAMH Creative MINDSET Hub (SAMH CMH)
SAMH Creative MINDSET Hub (SAMH CMH)
had a strong year despite the disruptions caused
by COVID-19. SAMH CMH staff modiﬁed the
on-site sessions to comply with new safe
distancing measures and expanded the range of
online activities to reach people who were
staying at home, such as quality creative art
programmes for the public and target groups.
Many clients were less comfortable with words
and art was a way for them to share their
thoughts and feelings. This was especially
important during a period of prolonged isolation
such as the CB, when art allowed them to stay
connected with the world and to maintain a
positive outlook.

SAMH staff engaging children with art materials during
ReﬂeXion 2020

SAMH CMH pivoted rapidly to online means of
conducting workshops for families and
individuals in need of mental wellness
information and therapy. Working with partners
was one of the keys to expanding services in
such trying times. The Centre collaborated with
Forest Wolf, Scott Lambert, the National
Library Board, Our Tampines Hub, and
volunteer artists, resulting in ﬁve webinars,
three online workshops and ﬁve on-site
workshops held to explore how creativity builds
resilience. A total of 464 participants beneﬁted
from these ‘ReﬂeXion’ engagements.
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Seniors enjoy using the iPads after being equipped by
SAMH staff

Together with Wellness Centre@Our Tampines
Hub, we also trained 32 seniors on iPad usage to
equip seniors with digital tools. The Centre also
reimagined its participation in the 2019
physical edition of Art Market@North East into
a virtual space - ARTiculate@North East
(November 2020 to December 2020), held by
the North East Community Development
Council (NE CDC). This was an online platform
and live auction to showcase the talent and to
display artworks created by beneﬁciaries of
non-proﬁt organisations. Our clients responded
enthusiastically and created 46 artworks in
various mediums, ranging from ceramics to
drawings and paintings. ‘Starstruck in SG’, a
painting by our peer artist EK, was featured in
the live Facebook auction held in conjunction
with the fair’s launch.
SAMH collaborated with Boustead Projects
E&C Pte Ltd, FARM and NE CDC in a project
intended to support the artistic practice of
SAMH beneﬁciaries. In ‘Building Connections
Through Art’, ﬁve art pieces by peer artists were
commissioned. The artworks featured ﬁve
iconic buildings that were built and/or
developed by Boustead Projects and ten coffee
books were produced.

Peer artist creating a painting of a building developed by
Boustead Projects

SAMH MINDSET Learning Hub (SAMH MLH)
For staff and clients of SAMH MINDSET
Learning Hub (SAMH MLH), COVID-19 proved
in more ways than one to be a key disruptor in
the efforts towards employment. Throughout
FY 2020, SAMH MLH staff had to relook the
delivery of its integrated model as there were
sweeping effects across the Singapore economy,
which impeded traineeship and employment
opportunities. SAMH MLH had to pivot client
work towards blending hard and soft skills
training, strengthening clients’ formal and
informal social support systems, which were
pertinent to their mental well-being, beyond the
usual concerns of employment. Clients were
linked up with other services to receive more
immediate ﬁnancial and practical support, and
virtual workshops were conducted to improve
their resilience and mental well-being while
preparing them for the post-pandemic world.

“

The increase in training hours led to a more
holistic training experience for the trainees.
It was heartening that despite the CB
constraints on eating establishments, in FY
2020 MLH Café recorded the highest sales and
patronage since the café was established,
through the ingenious and tireless efforts of our
café staff and trainees.
SAMH MLH reached the 5-year milestone in
its partnership with MINDSET Care Ltd
(registered charity of Jardine Matheson Group)
in 2020. Over the 5-year journey, SAMH MLH
achieved 936 enrolments and 323 placements
in traineeships and job employments for our
clients. The partnership with MINDSET is
evolving to one where inclusive employment
models and practices are showcased not just
within the Jardine Matheson Group but to the
rest of the sector.

I currently have two employees who are clients of SAMH
MLH and Ryan, their case worker, actively supports both.
I ﬁnd that the SAMH team is very sincere in its work and is
dedicated to partnering with employers to guide them to
achieve win-win outcomes together. I am thankful for the
case workers’ dedication and commitment to their clients –
my employees – supporting them for better integration
with the community. I hope for more people to view mental
health as part of a person’s overall health and to provide
opportunities for persons with mental health issues to
participate meaningfully at work and in life.

”

- Lim Wei Jie, Co-Founder and Director of Foreword Coffee
Roasters, a coffee company and social enterprise that
hires people with specials needs, disabilities and mental
health conditions.
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In an initiative coordinated by NE CDC,
beneﬁciaries from SAMH YouthReach and
SAMH MINDSET Learning Hub came together
to pack appreciation hampers for healthcare
staff of Sengkang General Hospital and Changi
General Hospital to show our gratitude for
their selﬂess care during this challenging time.

Appreciation hampers for the healthcare staff

“

I used to be very frightened but have since
learnt to stand up for myself. I told myself
that I need faith and strength to overcome
obstacles. I thank all staff of SAMH who
came, supported and helped me overcome
weakness to do better for the future. May
you have a speedy recovery and rest well.
Doing these hampers reﬂects the love for the
needy who are sick and for the staff in the
hospitals. My overall experience is never to
give up, to keep trying and to persevere on.
Even if you fall, dare to stand up tall and face
challenges again.

”

- K.L., beneﬁciary of SAMH services
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YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH

YOUth Alive! returned for its third instalment - ‘What Makes Us Human?’ on a virtual platform

YOUth Alive! 2020
Despite the pandemic, SAMH continued to
reach out and connect with youths in the
community through our signature event YOUth Alive! 2020. Held virtually for the ﬁrst
time, YOUth Alive! 2020 was themed ‘What
Makes Us Human?’ and aimed to foster
Advocacy through Empathy and Connection.
The event was organised with the help of a
SAMH youth client, Sanae, and two volunteers,
Patrick and Hajar. Through three segments,
comprising of a drama presentation, an art
exhibition and a panel discussion of caregivers
and persons in recovery, the audience was
challenged to think about the importance of
acceptance regardless of differences and to
acknowledge, understand and empathise with
the challenges experienced by youths.
Clients and individuals who were a part of
YOUth Alive! 2020 were encouraged and
inspired by the event.

“

YOUth Alive! 2020 art exhibition in collaboration with
Mental Health Collective SG

It was a great and enriching experience for me being one of the panelists for YOUth Alive! 2020.
Initially it was quite nerve-wrecking, but gradually I became comfortable engaging in the
conversations with the other panelists and sharing our stories. I am grateful for the support from
my social worker Christine and also the staff and crew that made this event possible.
- Nigel Ng, Panelist for ‘Dialogue within a Virtual Space’

”
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SAMH Sports, Arts and Youth - Integrated
Team! (SAMH SAY-IT!)
The COVID-19 pandemic has challenged the
mental wellness of all, especially for youths, who
have had to experience multiple disruptions in
their academic and social activities. Youths are
also impacted by the fears and anxieties that
their caregivers experience due to the
pandemic. This is all layered on top of the always
present societal and parental pressures for
academic success, and online competition and
comparison. As part of a response to address
youth mental health needs, SAMH Sports, Arts and Youth - Integrated Team (SAMH SAY-IT!), a new
service piloted in collaboration with AIC, was launched in January 2021. SAMH SAY-IT! engages youths
aged 12 to 25 years old through creative modalities and encourages our youths to have a voice through
creative expression. The services also include outreach and mental health education, early
identiﬁcation and assessment, case management, peer support and monitoring. In March 2021, SAMH
SAY-IT! entered into a partnership with Tampines Changkat Community Club to engage youths and
facilitate sessions in their space.
SAMH YouthReach (SAMH YR)
Established in 2006, SAMH YouthReach (SAMH YR) targets young persons aged 12 to 21 years old who
have been diagnosed/assessed with emotional or psychological conditions. SAMH YR focuses on
intensive casework and psychosocial activities in a safe and inclusive environment that encourages
youths’ autonomy and empowers them to work towards their goals. Many youths were affected by the
uncertainty and disruptions caused by COVID-19 in all aspects of their lives. SAMH YR adjusted to
using online and other remote methods to ensure the continuity of support to youths and their
caregivers. In addition to shifting our regular psychosocial activities online, we adopted a hybrid activity
model combining online and physical programmes, to encourage youth engagement.
Music is an expressive approach that can invoke
mindfulness and expressivity, as well as
enhancing self-awareness
and conﬁdence.
The WeCare Arts Fund enabled
the
continuation of our Experiential Music
programme, which began in October 2019
through to March 2021. The trainer used the
cajon, a percussion instrument, to increase the
youths’ interaction through rhythms and song
arrangement in a safe space. We reached out to
150 participants over the period.
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Youths learn to play the cajon as part of the Experiential
Music Programme

Testimonies from the youths in the Experiential Music Programme:

“

I enjoyed the opportunity to learn a new musical instrument by being able
to play it a little, as well as the concept of rhythmic arrangement. With this
opportunity, I got to learn to use music to make friends with other youths
without talking a lot.
- G.T.

“

”

Most enjoyable moment in this programme is the learning of rhythms
as I can play some nice tones. It is fun to hear the rhythms you make
come alive. It’s a new instrument to me, but as I learnt how to play it,
it became a tool for me to express my feelings and thoughts. Music is
an interesting activity.
- H.D.

”

SAMH YR caseworkers worked closely with the
partners from the Singapore Drama Educators
Association in the leadup to the drama
performance ‘Different’ at YOUth Alive! 2020.
Three SAMH YR clients and one SAMH ODC
client were involved in the production.
The collaboration took place from August 2020
till the end of November 2020. Caseworkers
remained in the rehearsal space as supporters
and consultants, ready to provide guidance
and information on how to make the space safe
and comfortable for everyone. Through the
production, the youths bloomed from
being uncomfortable and uncertain to
becoming comfortable and conﬁdent. After the
performance, the youths continue to make
progress in their recovery.

Youths learn to play the cajon as part of the Experiential
Music Programme
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Youths Volunteering and Fundraising Efforts
FY 2020 saw the continued involvement of youths from the community in different areas, volunteering
their time, creativity, energy and effort in service to persons in recovery and in fundraising for SAMH.
Project DinoSoar
Project DinoSoar, comprising four youths from Dunman High School, organised a livestream concert,
launched mental awareness advocacy initiatives on social media, and sold merchandise to raise funds
for SAMH.

“

Volunteering with SAMH has encouraged us to learn more about various mental illnesses, and to
be more in touch with the struggles that people face. We have also learned how to better support
ourselves and those around us. A memorable experience was when we attended SAMH’s art
experiential session, 'What Makes Us Human?', and learnt about how creativity can promote mental
wellness. Through the healing session, we gained insight on expressing ourselves through art, and
ways which we can reﬂect our feelings and relieve stress. This not only improved our understanding
of art therapy but also to see even greater meaning in the services provided by SAMH.

”

- Project DinoSoar

Muhammad Syazan Bin Saad, a youth advocate for mental health and wellness from Temasek
Polytechnic Community Service Club (TP CSC), ﬁnds time to raise mental awareness while
pursuing his legal studies. Being part of the TP CSC Management Committee, he kickstarted
a regular volunteering project to gather students to bridge the gap between mental health
and the community, to reduce stigma and discrimination.

“

I remember vividly how excited the Homes’ residents were when we taught them the use
of PowerPoint through a Chinese New Year Reunion Dinner activity. Seeing the residents
laugh and smile while coming up with the most creative dishes to share with their friends
were very heart-warming. The smallest act of giving can make the biggest impact in
someone else’s life.

”
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Mind Your Mind (MYM)
Mind Your Mind (MYM), a team of passionate
students from Dunman High School,
Temasek Polytechnic, Singapore Polytechnic,
and LASALLE College of the Arts, came together
to champion the mental health cause within
their communities. The team produced a short
ﬁlm titled ‘Transparent’, a story of a teenager
going about his daily life, but who faced deep
personal struggles under the surface. The team
also developed two initiatives to advocate and
provide tangible help for students to alleviate
their mental troubles. They conducted a social
media campaign entitled ‘Mind Your Mind’ to
raise mental wellness awareness and ran
a Wellness Week programme in Dunman High
School. The team hoped that through extensive
advocacy, sharing of professional tips, and the
hosting of educational events, that they
could raise awareness about the importance of
mental wellness and raise funds for SAMH.
The team plans to introduce MYM Chapters in
their respective schools to continue raising
awareness for mental health.

The MYM team shared,

“

Dream big, but plan and start small!
We began with a key vision in mind
– that mental health would no
longer be a stigma amongst youths
in Singapore. With that goal in
mind, we began charting out doable
goals at a smaller scale, each with a
key objective and target audience in
mind. With a bit of luck, our
projects were well-received and
served as a catalyst to encourage us
to go further and continue our path.
We are sure others can do so too,
and with a complex issue like
mental health, more people must
get on board!

”
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COMMUNITY COMING FORWARD TO SUPPORT MENTAL HEALTH –
VOLUNTEERING AND RAISING FUNDS
Much of what SAMH has accomplished
throughout FY 2020 would not have been
possible without the support of our many
volunteers and benefactors. Despite the many
personal, professional and business concerns
and challenges that private individuals and
corporations faced, they stepped forward to
contribute in big and small ways to SAMH.
Due to the pandemic, we were not able to
organise on-site fundraising events, but through
online crowdfunding platforms, about $250,000
was raised from 33 unique campaigns, organised
by 15 individuals, eight corporations, seven
schools and three campaigns in support of
SAMH. One such campaign was conducted by
the employees of HSBC Singapore, who
creatively designed masks for sale and donated
the sales proceeds to SAMH. In another
campaign, ﬁtness enthusiast Mr Oliver Prior
raised over $11,000 through his individual
Ironman challenge.
HSBC staff seen with the creatively designed masks

Staff of SAMH ODC posing with their EZ-link cards
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Our staff also played a big part in the collective
fundraising efforts this year with the ‘Hope and
Transformation’ EZ-Link card campaign which
raised over $32,000, surpassing the original
target of $12,500. The card was inspired by
‘Flower of Wings’, an artwork created by
a youth client of SAMH CSAY. The artwork
depicted transformation through the spreading
of delicate wings as they emerged from trials
and tribulations, represented in the design
by falling petals and leaves. The EZ-Link card
aimed to spread the message of growth,
transformation and hope, and someday, long
after the pandemic ends, we will be reminded
that the toughest circumstances cannot quench
the human spirit.

Howden Singapore partnered with SAMH for their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) projects in
FY 2020. In addition to engaging SAMH for a series of workshops on mental wellness for their
employees, Howden Singapore employees raised funds, donated ofﬁce furniture to SAMH, and
volunteered at SAMH ODC’s Chinese New Year 2021 celebrations for clients.

Jenny Lim, Executive Director from Howden shared

“

Mental health has always been an important subject, but amidst the pandemic, mental
health became a matter of grave concern and having conversations around it, a necessity.
In 2020, Howden Singapore decided to support, raise awareness, and channel our
fundraising and volunteering efforts on mental health.

”

Staff of Howden Group seen packing care packs (Photos courtesy of Howden Group)

Scent by SIX, a homegrown artisanal perfume
brand, championed the mental health cause by
using fragrances and scents as tools to soothe,
heal and inspire mental wellness.

Scent by SIX created an uplifting scent,
Hikaru, with the input of a few youth
clients and Jason Lee, the founder of
Scent by SIX, shared that

“
Sampling the Hikaru scent that was created to uplift and
soothe the senses. (Photos courtesy of Scent by SIX)

I noticed that our colleagues are more
motivated with the Hikaru collection
given the meaningful story behind it.
Volunteering with SAMH grounds me.
I realised that mental illness can
happen to anyone, including myself.
The last thing we need is for people to
cancel and discriminate against people
suffering from mental illness. A scent
can evoke your deepest emotions and
memories. It is the closest link to your
inner subconscious, your ‘cave’. If you
have a strong purpose in life, you don’t
have to be pushed. Your passion will
drive you there.

”
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The pandemic has been devastating on the
food and beverage industry. Nonetheless
restaurateurs like Wang Yan Qing from Yan’s
Dining Fine Shanghai Cuisine showed
their support for SAMH by donating part
of the proceeds of their specially-themed
Eileen Chang tea session and Zhou Xuan
Shanghai dinner.

Wang Yan Qing handing a cheque over to SAMH Board
Member, Caroline Kwong

Wakako embodies physical and mental wellness through
creative dance expression. (Photo courtesy of Wakako
Otake)

“

Despite experiencing economic hardships
from movement restrictions and business
slowdowns, self-employed individuals still felt
moved to step forward to organise activities or
fundraise for SAMH. During the CB period,
Wakako Otake, the Director of Dance to Bliss,
became more aware of the mental health
cause and believed that dance, as a form of
movement and expression, was intricately
linked to mental wellness. Through her passion
for dance, Wakako organised a virtual
production, 'Metamorphosis - End of Year
Virtual Show 2020', with the aim of raising
awareness of mental health issues and the
positive impact of the Arts on mental wellbeing
during these challenging times. Interviews with
persons in recovery were shown during the
interval of ‘Metamorphosis’ and part of the
ticket sales was donated to SAMH.

The most prominent feedback was that the show helped to break down the
taboo around mental health disorders. It can happen to anyone at any time
and there is nothing wrong with that. For many, the show made it clear that
mental health is just as important as physical health. I feel thankful to learn
more about mental health during a most critical time.
- Wakako Otake, Director of Dance to Bliss
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”

Owen Bisman, Senior Personal Trainer from Ultimate Performance Singapore approached SAMH to
organise a fundraiser by rallying his team of personal trainers and clients to organise and participate in
a virtual workout during the CB period.

Staff of SAMH participating in the Ultimate Performance Singapore workout virtually

Owen Bisman reﬂected that

“

SAMH has done so much to support the community that we wanted to offer support to
SAMH. To be honest, without the gyms being opened, we initially felt a bit lost with the
break in our normal routines and many people realised how much their routines supported
their mental wellness. Despite this, our team of personal trainers proved that supporting
their clients towards achieving their goals during these circumstances is still possible. This
gives us the conﬁdence that we can support our community through any adversity moving
forward. We can always make it work and this experience has made us more adaptable as
individuals and as a team.

”

SAMH Communications, Education and Engagement (CEE)
The team at SAMH Communications, Education and Engagement (CEE) emulated the rest of
SAMH programmes in constant pivoting, re-strategising and retooling of our efforts in raising mental
health literacy for our communities in Singapore throughout FY 2020. The team persevered to keep
connection and engagement high virtually.
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Gensler, a global architectural ﬁrm, reached out to SAMH to collaborate with the intention of
supporting the communities in Singapore when the pandemic hit. The theme of ‘Resilience’ emerged
and the idea was struck of a ‘Roadmap’ to represent the journey towards Resilience. An infographic was
designed that communicates what Resilience entailed, such as forming good support networks and
reviewing coping strategies. The infographic has been a beneﬁcial resource guide for attendees of our
talks and workshops as it represents visually what the journey of Resilience looks like, while giving
practical tips for building resilience. This infographic has also been published on our website, social
media channels, as well as SG United's Telegram.

‘Road to Resilience’ infographic by Gensler and SAMH

“

At Gensler, we have sharpened our vision and purpose to focus on making a positive difference in
the world, through our projects and community impact efforts. When the COVID-19 pandemic
escalated in Singapore last year, we sought to address issues of mental well-being faced by our local
community during these times of uncertainty. We are grateful for the opportunity to be a part of the
solution through the amazing work that you do and are heartened to learn that ‘Road to Resilience’
has been well received and is a source of encouragement to many. The successful partnership
seamlessly integrated your expertise in mental health advocacy and ours in design, and we look
forward to opportunities for future collaboration!

”

- Gensler Singapore Community Impact Committee
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In August 2020, Valerie Liu, Executive and Peer
Support Specialist at CEE participated in the
record 200km route covered by the mobile
column as part of the National Day Parade.
Valerie represented SAMH in being one of
the frontline workers from various sectors
that were onboard the vehicles and
travelled through the heartlands of Singapore.
The mobile column symbolised Singapore’s
strength and unity, and the parade was
both a tribute to the frontline workers in
the COVID-19 battle and a celebration
of Singaporeans’ resilience, adaptability and
compassion. SAMH was honoured and humbled
to be part of this historic event.

Valerie Liu being a part of the mobile column

Among the many engagements that SAMH
undertook during the year, our CEE Manager
Calista Roch moderated a virtual panel
discussion – 'Safe Distancing and the Impact of
our Mental Health' as part of the annual
Singapore Mental Health Film Festival
(SMHFF) 2020. The virtual panel discussion was
a post-event of the ﬁlm ‘All the Bright Places’
which explored the struggles that youths face
with mental health.

SAMH at SMHFF 2020
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DIGITALISATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL
BOOSTS FOR TRANSFORMATIVE RESILIENCY
The nature of the pandemic necessitated our
physical separation to minimise the possible
transmission of the virus that causes COVID-19,
and we had to embrace digitalisation and
technological tools to ensure that our services
continued functioning to meet the various
needs of clients. FY 2020 was the year when our
technological capabilities were put to the test,
and we had to reﬁne our telecommuting
capabilities as we looked to remotely support
our clients and stakeholders alike. With the AIC
Video Conferencing grant of $20,000, SAMH
acquired 24 iPads to enhance our service
delivery to clients through conducting video
counselling sessions and training clients in the
use of the tablets.
Additional wiﬁ routers were installed in the
residential units at SAMH GH to enable
residents’ access to online activities and
sessions. Clients were able to tap on social
media through their mobile devices for leisure,
to make online purchases, conduct job searches,
as well as to update themselves on the
COVID-19 situation, ofﬁcial government
advisories and information on grants and
ﬁnancial support. This furthered the
empowerment of clients to become comfortable
with seeking information and help for
themselves. With the iPads and wiﬁ, SAMH GH
clients were able to attend medical
consultations, court hearings, online vocational
training and to participate in a family session
with a Family Service Centre, as well as to share
their recovery stories with external parties.
Staff were able to use the iPads to conduct
intake interviews and assessments, assist
clients in their job search and online form
completion.
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As the COVID-19 situation became more
serious in early 2020, many of our clients and
the public became stressed, anxious or
depressed due to job loss, feeling cooped up at
home, or fears about the pandemic. Despite
having to work from home, our counsellors
continued to support callers and clients who
called our SAMH helpline and received
counselling through online and virtual
counselling.
SAMH also beneﬁted from the Invictus Fund to
purchase laptops for SAMH staff. This had been
a major pain point for SAMH as many staff
members had been using old desktop computers
or laptops running on older versions of OS/MS
Ofﬁce operating systems with slow processing
speeds. The laptop replacements greatly
facilitated the new normal of working from
home without compromising work efﬁciency. It
has enabled SAMH’s implementation of iShine
Core in July 2020. In addition, the Invictus Fund
allowed SAMH to purchase computer software
and peripheral equipment such as webcams and
accessories, and to subscribe to video
conferencing services, which transformed our
service delivery capabilities.

LOOKING AHEAD

The pandemic has disrupted the way we run our
services, and as the virus mutates and continues
to challenge us, we are inspired to transform our
service delivery to better reach out to clients in
need. Looking ahead, we will continue to
transform to provide blended services that
incorporate in-person and online modalities,
and tap on technological boosters such as
digital telephony, electronic case and volunteer
management systems to enhance productivity
and effectiveness. We will embark on
transforming our physical spaces at SAMH GH
and SAMH ODC to better meet the needs of
clients and staff. We will also continue to look at
integrating programmes to better provide
continuity of care and support for our clients.

FY 2020 has been ﬁlled with challenges but also
much satisfaction for SAMH. As we look back at
the numerous challenges that we have faced
and overcome together with our partners,
benefactors and clients, we take courage and
look forward to the fresh challenges that lie
ahead, with our newfound transformative
resilience.
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REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
SAMH Activity Hub

SAMH Group Homes

70

42

Programmes

Clients Served

9433

29%

Activities/Sessions Conducted

Discharged to Community

741

95%

Average Clients Engaged/Month

Employed

74

76.2%

Job Interviews Arranged

Without Hospitalisation

93%

95%

Job Placement

Enhanced Social Connections

SAMH Oasis Day Centre

SAMH MINDSET Learning Hub

773

262

Activities/Sessions Conducted
(includes 201 peer-led sessions)

Clients Served

55
Clients Served

Casework and Vocational
Support Sessions

8

48

Clients Discharged

Traineeship / Employment
Placement

1654

7

123

New Clients

Individuals Trained

48
Job Interviews Arranged

SAMH Youth Reach

191

34

49

Clients Served

Clients Discharged

New Clients
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CREATIVE SERVICES
SAMH Creative SAY!

142

3299

Clients
Served

Outreach
Participants

323

Support
Group
Sessions

768

49

SAMH Creative MINDSET Hub

49

379

1731

Clients
Served

Outreach
Participants

Individual
Art Therapy/
Counselling
Sessions

Activities/
Sessions
72

Sports/
Outdoor/
Fitness Sessions

93

Open Studio/
Youth Circle
Sessions

182

Art-Based
Sessions
Closed Group
Sessions

OUTREACH SERVICES
SAMH Insight Centre

2600

304

203

1551

Helpline Calls Attended

Total Clients

New Clients

Total Sessions

SAMH Mobile Support Team
Clinical Intervention

Functional Assessments

839

1756

1898

21.2%

28.6%

55.7%

Clients
Served

Individual
Interventions

Home
Visits

GAF

Sheehan

Zarit Burden

• GAF (Global Assessment of Functioning) Scale is a tool which uses observations to measure the psychological, social and occupational
functioning of clients on a hypothetical continuum of mental health.
• Sheehan Disability Scale is a brief self-reporting tool to assess functioning impairment in three inter-related domains: work/school, social
and family life.
• Zarit Burden Scale is a self-report by the caregiver which is used to measure personal strain and role strain.

SAMH Communications, Education and Engagement

10532

87

55

Participants

Outreach Engagements

Partnered Organisations
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OUR PEOPLE
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“

NO ONE CAN WHISTLE A SYMPHONY.
IT TAKES A WHOLE ORCHESTRA TO PLAY IT.
- HALFORD E. LUCCOCK

”
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CODE OF GOVERNANCE
S/N

1

2
3
4

5
6

7

8

9

10
11
12

13

14
15

CODE GUIDELINES
BOARD GOVERNANCE
Induction and orientation are provided to incoming governing board
members upon joining the Board.
Are there governing board members holding staff appointments?
(skip items 2 and 3 if “No”)
Staff does not chair the Board and does not comprise more than one third
of the Board.
There are written job descriptions for the staff’s executive functions and
operational duties, which are distinct from the staff’s Board role.
The Treasurer of the charity (or any person holding an equivalent position
in the charity, e.g. Finance Committee Chairman or a governing board
member responsible for overseeing the ﬁnances of the charity) can only
serve a maximum of 4 consecutive years.
If the charity has not appointed any governing board member to oversee
its ﬁnances, it will be presumed that the Chairman oversees the ﬁnances
of the charity.
All governing board members must submit themselves for re-nomination
and re-appointment, at least once every 3 years.
There are documented terms of reference for the Board and each of its
committees.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
There are documented procedures for governing board members and staff
to declare actual or potential conﬂicts of interest to the Board at the
earliest opportunity.
Governing board members do not vote or participate in decision making
on matters where they have a conﬂict of interest.
STRATEGIC PLANNING
The Board periodically reviews and approves the strategic plan for the
charity to ensure that the charity’s activities are in line with the charity’s
objectives.
HUMAN RESOURCE AND VOLUNTEER2 MANAGEMENT
The Board approves documented human resource policies for staff.
There is a documented Code of Conduct for governing board members,
staff and volunteers (where applicable) which is approved by the Board.
There are processes for regular supervision, appraisal and professional
development of staff.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROLS
There is a documented policy to seek the Board’s approval for any loans,
donations, grants or ﬁnancial assistance provided by the charity which are
not part of the charity’s core charitable programmes.
The Board ensures that internal controls for ﬁnancial matters in key areas
are in place with documented procedures.
The Board ensures that reviews on the charity’s internal controls,
processes, key programmes and events are regularly conducted.
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CODE
ID

RESPONSE

EXPLANATION

(select whichever
is applicable)

(if Code guideline
is not complied with)

1.1.2

Complied
No

1.1.3
1.1.5
1.1.7

Complied

1.1.8

Complied

1.2.1

Complied

2.1

Complied

2.4

Complied

3.2.2

Complied

5.1
5.3

Complied
Complied

5.5

Complied

6.1.1

Complied

6.1.2

Complied

6.1.3

Complied

S/N

CODE GUIDELINES

16

The Board ensures that there is a process to identify, and regularly
monitor and review the charity’s key risks.
The Board approves an annual budget for the charity’s plans and regularly
monitors the charity’s expenditure.
Does the charity invest its reserves (e.g. in ﬁxed deposits)? (skip item 18
if “No”)
The charity has a documented investment policy approved by the Board.
FUNDRAISING PRACTICES
Did the charity receive cash donations (solicited or unsolicited) during
the ﬁnancial year? (skip item 19 if “No”)
All collections received (solicited or unsolicited) are properly accounted
for and promptly deposited by the charity.
Did the charity receive donations in kind during the ﬁnancial year? (skip
item 20 if “No”)
All donations in kind received are properly recorded and accounted for by
the charity.
DISCLOSURE AND TRANSPARENCY
The charity discloses in its annual report —
(a) the number of Board meetings in the ﬁnancial year; and
(b) the attendance of every governing board member at those meetings.
Are governing board members remunerated for their services to the
Board? (skip items 22 and 23 if “No”)
No governing board member is involved in setting his own remuneration.
The charity discloses the exact remuneration and beneﬁts received by
each governing board member in its annual report.
OR
The charity discloses that no governing board member is remunerated.
Does the charity employ paid staff? (skip items 24 and 25 if “No”)
No staff is involved in setting his own remuneration.
The charity discloses in its annual report —
(a) the total annual remuneration for each of its 3 highest paid staff who
each has received remuneration (including remuneration received from
the charity’s subsidiaries) exceeding $100,000 during the ﬁnancial year;
and

17

18

19

20

21

22
23

24
25

CODE
ID

RESPONSE

EXPLANATION

(select whichever
is applicable)

(if Code guideline
is not complied with)

6.1.4

Complied

6.2.1

Complied
Yes

6.4.3

Complied
Yes

7.2.2

Complied
Yes

7.2.3

Complied

8.2

Complied

Board meets at least
once every 3 months,
with a quorum of not
less than 7 members

No
2.2
8.3

2.2
8.4

Yes
Complied
Complied

(b) whether any of the 3 highest paid staff also serves as a governing board
member of the charity.
The information relating to the remuneration of the staff must be
presented in bands of $100,000.
OR
The charity discloses that none of its paid staff receives more than
$100,000 each in annual remuneration.
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SAMH TOLL-FREE HELPLINE :
1800-283-7019

enquiry@samhealth.org.sg

www.samhealth.org.sg

singaporeassociationformentalhealth

samhsingapore
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